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Abstract 

An explicit, non-recursive formula for the Wiener index of any given benzenoid chain is 
derived, greatly speeding up calculations and rendering it manually manageable, through a novel 
envisioning of chains as ternary strings. Previous results are encompassed and two completely 
new and useful ones are obtained, a formula to determine Wiener indices of benzenoid chains 
in periodic patterns, and another to estimate errors in the Wiener index induced by errors or 
indeterminate links in the graph. 
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1. Introduction 

Of the many ‘topological’ (i.e. graph theorectical; the term was coined by Hosoya 

in [12]) indices associated with molecular graphs and used to quantify the structure of 

organic molecules, one of the most important is the Wiener index W: 

Definition 1. If G=(V,E) is a connected graph, and d: VxV-+N={O,1,2,3,...} is 

the (shortest-) distance function on the graph, then we define the Wiener index 

PV=W(G) = c d(u,u). 

tw}c v 

For any given point u in V = V(G), we define 

W(ulG) = 1 d(u, u), 
CEV 

sometimes called the partial Wiener index of u (with respect to G). 

In short, the Wiener index of a graph is the sum of all topological (graph theoretical) 

distances between pairs of its vertices. Obviously we have W = i CuEV W(ulG). 
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The Wiener index was introduced in 1947 by Harold Wiener in the seminal article 

[29] (also used in several later articles) where he came up with this surprisingly good 

approximation for the boiling points of high alkanes: 

b.p. =:aw+j3w3+y, 

with CI, /?, y being empirical constants, W the Wiener index of the molecular graph 

of the alkane, and w3 the graph-theoretical ‘path number’ (number of vertex pairs of 

distance 3 apart in the molecular graph). 

Later this was re-invented and re-discovered in many forms and fields. Some of 

the notable investigators and works are Balaban [19], Bonchev [l], Hosoya [12, 131, 

Rouvray [21-241. Terminology has been far from uniform as everyone made up his 

own. Graph theorists like Soltts [27] called it the total transmission; Plesnik and 

Rouvray simply used descriptive phrases, ‘sum of distances’ and ‘sum of the distance 

matrix elements’ respectively, obviously twice the Wiener index; also used are ‘total 

distance’ (Mohar, in [18]) and ‘total weight’ (Teh and Shee, in [28]). However ‘Wiener 

index’ or ‘Wiener number’ seems the most popular. 

Through the work of the aforementioned and others (see bibliography), chemists 

have found a diverse range of applications for the Wiener index, which provide a 

very strong correlation with properties such as the boiling points, heats of vaporiza- 

tion and isomerization, specific dispersion, and surface energy of alkanes or rc-electron 

characteristics of conjugated polymers (like total rc-electron energy and HOMO-LUMO 

separation). In addition, Wiener numbers have been of use [8, 221 in other disciplines 

such as Architecture, Material Science, and Pharmacology. 

Summaries of graph theory applications to chemistry including Wiener indices can be 

found in recent articles (like [ 17]), or recent surveys (such as [6] or [14]) which provide 

more detailed background, as well as numerous references useful to the interested 

chemist. 

The mathematical properties of Wiener numbers have been examined in some detail 

(see [2, 7, 11, 16, 201 for detailed treatments and useful techniques), and indeed one 

of its first properties determined is that for a tree the sum of the inverses of non-zero 

eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix is precisely the Wiener number divided by the 

order. Some current topics of interest can be found in [3, 9, 261 - the last, unlikely 

as it might sound, relating absolute Poincare polynomials of Coxeter groups to Wiener 

numbers! 

For the rest of the article we will concern ourselves mainly with benzenoid chains, 

graphs of unbranched catacondensed benzenoid-like structures not necessarily realizable 

chemically. Benzenoid chains renderable as planar chains of hexagons are called linear 

benzenoid systems and have been successfully used as a model for several classes of 

conjugated polymers; as a result they have been studied in some depth (e.g. [4]). 

Finding the Wiener index of any large graph (e.g. a long hexagonal chain) used 

to involve brute-force computation of distances and could take days on a computer. 

Gutman and his co-workers [4, 51 had found an algorithm whereby the Wiener index 

of any given benzenoid chain can be calculated recursively, reducing the calculations 
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to a manageable level, and statistical properties for random benzenoids can also be 

evaluated similarly. However, the procedure is still somewhat lengthy, far too unwieldy 

for manual calculation, and nowhere near providing a closed-form solution. 

In Section 2 we prove a formula which makes the computation of Wiener indices of 

hexagonal chains simple enough to be carried out by hand in minutes even for IOO- 

long chains, via a simple process of ‘marking the turns’ in a chain. Our ternary string 

representation provides a good, comfortable way to transmit descriptions of benzenoid 

chains. In Section 3 we derive two useful formulas, dealing with benzenoid chains with 

repetitive patterns and with error estimation respectively. 

2. Encoding and evaluation 

Definition 2. With any set C as the character set (or alphabet), we define the free 

semigroup or the set of strings C* as follows: 

in which we have the set of strings (tvords) of length n 

A 
c”=cxzx~~~xz 

and Co = {E} contains only one element, the empty string E. Concatenation, the 

natural operation on C*, is defined via: 

(SI>SZ ,...Jn>(~~,~; ,...,Q = (Sl>SZ, . ..>&-1.&d:,~;,. ..J:,), 

when both m and n are non-zero, and with E as unit element. For convenience, we will 

A 
write S =sis2 . ..s. when we mean S=(st,s2 ,..., s,)EC”, and S” r SS... S. Length, 

truncation, and last element operations are also defined intuitively, i.e. 

z(s,s~...s,)~s,s2...&1, 

A(S,S2 . ..S.)ES,. 

Finally we add an element 5, whose length is defined to be - 1, to C” and call the 

resulting new set C*, the set of extended strings over C. 

For the rest of this article C will be (0, 1,2}, and [n] will denote { 1,2,. . , n}. 

Definition 3. We associate with any string S E XX of length n the graph H(S) of (nf2) 

concatenated hexagons as indicated by the diagram (Fig. 1): Each character in the string 

determines the change in direction of each successive hexagon: 1 means the next ‘hex’ 
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Fig. 1. Correspondence of hexagonal chain to ternary string. 

Fig. 2. Alternate depiction of concatenated hexagonal graphs. 

is pointed straight ahead while 0 (resp. 2) rotates the direction of the ‘centerline’ by 

60 degrees, to the left (resp. right). Obviously [H(S)1 = 4)SJ + 10, i.e. any string of 

length n corresponds to a graph of 4n + 10 vertices. 

Thus we represent each string in C” as a graph, although it is not necessary nor, 

in some cases, advisable to insist on regular hexagons - among other things, regular 

hexagons are not that easy to draw and sometimes crowd the graph. Any isomorphic 

graph would do and an alternate depiction, more spatially compact and tractable is 

given in Fig. 2. 

Some observations in general: Not all concatenated hexagonal-chain graphs thus 

obtained are distinct, since for any string S = ~1~2.~3.. .s, E C”, the strings ST E 

s,s,_r . . S~SI and S E sIt&& . . . gn (in which we define 2 = 2 - x) represent a graph 

isomorphic to S, the apparent difference being a reflection in each case. However the 

degree of redundancy is low and needing to transmit no more than a string of O’s, 1 ‘s, 

and 2’s is certainly superior to having to fax diagrams back and forth when trying to 

communicate in this area of study. 
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Table 1 

B(S) = {2,4,5,6} and C(S) = (4) for the string S = 121002 

s 

B(S) 

.7(S) 

C(S) 

I 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 I 0 0 2 

. . . . 

4 5 6 7 

. 

The above really says: What matters in a hexagonal chain is (a) where the turning 

points - the O’s and 2’s - are, and (b) how consecutive turns relate to each other as 

to direction. To capture these concepts, we define (dropping references to S context 

permitting) these notations: for S = sis2 . . s, E C” and j E [n]: 

j(S)= 
{ 

n+ 1, if Aj(S) = 0, 

minAj(S), otherwise, 

C(S) ZZ {j E LnlIAj(S)#O, sj=Sj(S)}. 

And what lies behind the equations can be summed up thus: 

. B(S) marks the ‘turning’ (non-l) locations in S; 

. j(S) marks the next ‘turn’ position after the jth, if one exists, else the ‘end of 

the chain’; 

. C(S) are the turns in B(S) such that the next turn is toward the same direction. 

. B(S) and C(S) in fact determine S up to the reflection i, and can be given 

arbitrarily as long as CCL?. Table 1 gives an idea of how to determine B and C from S. 

As stated in the Introduction, our goal in this section is to show that the Wiener 

index of any hexagonal chain can be evaluated by simple arithmetic on the numbers 

in B and C. 

First, a useful fact about Wiener numbers in general: 

Lemma 1. For any graph G = (V, E) and V’c V satisfying I 

d’ = dip, d” = &“, 

where d (respectively d’, or d”) is the distance in G (resp. G’=G\v~ or G”=GIV\Vj), 
we have 

W(G) = W(G’) + c W(v\G) - W(G”). (1) 
VEV\V’ 

’ The following condition can be otherwise put as: a shortest route between two points in either G’ or G” 

is always available without having to venture into ‘the other’ part. 
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Fig. 3. Labeling of ‘forward’ vertices in hexagonal chains 

Proof. From the definition of W we have 

W(G) = c d(u,u) 
{U,V)CV 

c+ c + 
{U,U}CV’ UEV’,VEV\V’ 

d(u, v> 

+c- c d(u, v) 
U,UE v\ V’ {U,U}CV\V’ 1 

- c d(u,v) 

{U,U}CV\V 

which reduces to the RHS of Eq. (1). 0 

To facilitate our work, for each S (see Fig. 3) we label the indicated vertices on the 

last hexagon as Vi(S) and ui(S), (from which ‘(S)’ is again omitted, context permitting). 

For each i we denote the partial Wiener index W(viIH(S)) by Xi(S), and the (total) 

Wiener index of the graph H(S) simply as W(S). 

Example 1. We have 

~(8 = 27, 

Xi(t) = 9, Vi; 

and also: 

W(E) = 109, 

X0(&) =21(=&(E)), 

XI(&) =25(=X*(~)). 

Other examples of W(S) and Xi(S) are shown in Fig. 4: 
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Wiener indices and partial 
Wiener indices of forward 
vertices, shown for all in- 
equivalent chains of 3 and 4 
hexes, as well as the 5-hex 

“straight” chain H(13). 

Fig. 4. Examples of W’s and X’s 

Now we are ready to start on our main task: 

Lemma 2. For any string SE .Xx, we have 

W(S) = M+(S)) + X0(S) + XI(S) + X2(S) + X3(S) - 10. (2) 

Proof. Take V’ in this case to be all of H(r(S)), i.e. H(S) minus the four points c‘,, 

and the condition can easily be checked. Eq. (2) trivially follows. 0 

Obviously if we can calculate Xi(S) for each i and S we can easily derive W; we 

define some further notations viz.: 

go(S) = g3(S) = 41SI + 12, 

sl(S) = g2(S) = g1SI + 16, 

Ag(n) = 4(n + 1) 

= Sl(S) - go(S) =$72(S) - g3(0 v’s E C” 

and recursively, for ISI = n: 

&(S, i) E i, 

4j+l(X i> E 4j(r(S), n(s) + Li12J 1. 

Remark 1. Obviously for each (S,i) we can construct a reduction sequence (of sorts): 

(S,i)t(z(S),~,(S,i))~(22(S),~2(S,i))-*...~(5,~(si+l(S,i)) 

and as we shall see, the descent set of (S, i), the set of the indices j E [n + l] for which 

c#JJS, i) = 0 or =3 will play an important role in the proceedings. 
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Lemma 3. VSEC*, i~{O,1,2,3}, we have 

Xi(S) = X@,(S,i)($S)) + Si(S>, (3) 

and hence, the important relation: 

X*(S) - X0(S) = X2(S) - ‘4f3@) = WY). (4) 

Proof. We make the key observation that all paths from vr to any point x in H(r(S)) 

(please see Fig. 2 or 3) must pass through either us or ut, but since it is as efficient 

to get to ut via ut -+vc +UO+UI as via vt 402 --‘us +ur, at least one of the shortest 

routes from VI to x must proceed vt + us -+ us and then take a minimum-distance route 

to x. Ergo: 

d(ul,x) = d(uo,x) + 2. 

Similarly, we have 

d(uo,x) = d(uo,x) + 1; d(v2,x) = d(ul,x) + 2; d(v3,x) = d(ul,x) + 1. 

Taking into account that the number of vertices in H(r(S)) is 41SI + 6, we get 

x0(S) = c d(x,vo) 
XEH(S) 

= c (d(x,uo)+ l)+d(vl,oo)+d(v~,vo)+d(v3,vo) 
xGf(G)) 

= ~(~o(S)I~(r(S))) + 4ISI + 12, 

Xl(S) = W(uo(S)IH(r(S))) + gISI + 16, 

x2(S) = W(~I(S)IH(@))) + 8/SI + 16, 

X3(S) = W(~l(~)IW~(~))) + 41SI + 12; 

or more succinctly: 

We then need to check that Eq. (3) does give the right answers, but we need only 

observe that ui(S) = v~,cs,+~(r(S)) which is quite apparent from Figs. 1 and 3. q 

Lemma 4. 

X2( 1”) = (2n + 5)2, (5) 

W( 1”) = f(327 + 362n + 132n2 + 16n3). (6) 

The former we will denote by X,* and the latter by W,*, the Wiener index of 

the ‘straight’ hexagon-chain graph Ln+2 of (n + 2) hexagons corresponding to the 

string 1”. 
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Proof. Directly from Eq. (3) we have 

X,(l”)=X,(1”)=&(~)+~(81+ 16)=(2n+5)*, 

I=0 

since X,(5)=9, and that is Eq. (5). Now we use Eqs. (2) and (4) to get 

W(1”)=W(l”-1)+X,(1”)+X,(l”)+X2(ln)+X3(ln)- 10 

=W(1”~‘)+4(2n+5)2-8(n+1)- 10 

= IV(<) + 2(14i* + 72j + 82) 
j=O 

which does come out to the RHS of Eq. (6), after substituting IV([) = 27. 0 

Remark 2. Since we know 

I 
‘d’i~ (0, 1,2,3}, 3! a,~’ E {0,2} s.f. i = a + y, (7) 

we can simplify the task of handling the descent set and the Ag difference terms 

by defining C,(S) = C(Suu’), a,~’ as in Eq. (7). Note that C(Sss”) = C(Ss) from the 

definition, so that 

C,(S) = C(SO2) = C(SO), Cl(S) = C(S20) = C(S2). (8) 

Example 2. We illutrate in Fig. 5 the new concepts for the example 5’ = 12 1002, i = 3. 

The ‘centerline’ of the hexagonal chain, depicted in dark black, divides the graph into a 

‘right’ part and a ‘left’ part [containing Q(P), u,(Y), Q(Y) and Q(Y), as(Y), ut(S’) 

respectively for any initial segment S’ of S] as an imaginary traveller walks down 

the ‘path of reduction’ Ud,(s,i)(r’(S)) of Remark 1, corresponding to each stage of 

the recursion and marked by small circles. The initial location and the first step is 

determined by i: as shown by the hexes attached to the end of the chain. Table 2 

sums up the illustration. That descent set of (S, i) coincides with C(S) is of course no 

coincidence, as will be shown shortly. 

Lemma 5. Dc$ne 

AX,(s) s X,” - z(S) 

for SEC” undi=0,1,2,3, then 

A;L;(S) = 4 c (n-j+1)=4 c j. 
d,(S. I) = 0 IX 3 KC,(S) 

j=O. n 

(9) 
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Table 2 

Computations for AX3( 10 1002) 

i) 
(S2.J 1 
B(S) 
B(S22) 

Y(-(s22) 

C(S) 

C3(S) 

Side 

Descent 

Term in 

nx3m 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 2 I 0 0 2 2 2 

. . . . 

: ; : ; ; ; 

. 

L L R ; R L ; L 

. . . 

16 24 28 

“Right” side of centre 

Fig. 5. The ‘path of descent’ as described by Remark 1. Since i = 3 = 2 + g, Eq. 7 gives a = a’ = 2 (see 

Table 2). 

Proof. Recursively apply Eq. (3) to get 

xi(S) = Si(S> + xb,(S,i)(z(S)) 

= Sq50(S,i)(S) + S41($i)(z(s)) + x~&Xi~(z2(s>) 

= S$O($i)(s) + g4,(S,i)(z(s)) + S$2(S,iI(z2(s)) + x4~~,i~(z3(s)) 

n 

= C S4,CS,i)(& i, + x$b+l(S,i)(r>, 

I=0 

Taking into account Xi(t)+, Vi, c$[( l”, I)= 1, VZ,n and gl(S) s gz(S), t/S we subtract 

the above from the corresponding expansion for X,* = XI( 1”) to get 

A&(S) = c A& - j), 
Q,($z) = 0 or 3 

j=O...n 

which leads to the first part of Eq. (9). 
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Table 3 

123 

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

s 0 2 0 I 0 0 2 

B(S02) 

.T(SO2) ; 

. . . . 

3 : 6 7 8 

Cl(S) . . 

Term in 

AXI 12 20 

Fig. 6. Calculation of AX,(02010) 

Now, to get the second part of Eq. (9), we need to know the descent set. Fortu- 

nately this is relatively straightforward (refer back to Fig. 5): Whenever the character 

corresponding to a hex is 1 the path stays on the same side of the centerline; whenever 

it is 0 (resp. 2) the line of recursion is forced to the right (resp. left side) if it starts 

from the ‘offside’ - left (resp. right), else generate a ‘descent’ signified by a term of 

Ag and of course stay ‘onside’. Otherwise put, $n_j+l(S,i) is 0 or 3 if and only if 

si is non-l and equal to the next non-l character on the (j + 1)th position or after, 

which results in a term of 4(j + 1) = Ag(j) in A&(S) for each j + 1 in C,(S). 0 

As an illustration, AXs( 121002) is seen to be 16 + 24 + 28 = 68 from Table 2, hence 

X3(121002)=(2x6+5)2 -68=221. 

Example 3. We tabulate (Table 3) another example, this time for S=O2010, i = 1 (see 

Fig. 6 also). 

Putting i = 1 into Eq. (7), gives us a = 0, a’ = 2, so we can easily see from Table 3 

that AXI(02010) = 12 + 20 = 32. Thus X,(02010) = (2 x 5 + 5)* - 32 = 193. 

It remains to present our main theorem. 

Theorem 1. Gicen SEC” and letting B(S) and C(S) be dejined as before 

Al&(S) z ;(MJ; - W(S)) = cj(j(S) -j) + 2 cj(~ + 1 - X(s)) 1 . (10) jER JEC 
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Proof. From Eqs. (3) (8) and (9) we recursively obtain 

W( 1”) - W(S) 

= [W( 1”-I) + 2(X,( 1”) + XZ( 1”)) - 8n - 261 

- [W(Q)) + 2(X,(S) + X&Y)) - 8n - 261 

= [W( I’-‘) - W(r(S))] + 2AX, (S) + 2A&(S) 

= [W( ln-2) - W(r2(S)>] + 2[AX,(S) + AX,(s) + AX,(@)) + AX,(@)>] 

= 
n-1 

=2~[A&(z'(W+ Ax2(+Hl 

I=0 

=82 c j-t 
I=1 jEC(slsz...siO) 

The coefficient of j, where j E [n], is the number of times it appears in one of the sets 

ms2 . . .s,O) and C(sts2.. .sj2) with 1 E [n]. For each 1, the sets C(srs2.. .slO) and 

C(SlS2 . . ~12) will obviously both contain all the elements of C(sts2 . . . si), and exactly 

one will contain max B(s1.s~ . . .sl), which by definition cannot be in C(S~SZ . . .sI). Thus, 

for each j E B(S), the sum above contains precisely one term of 8j for each 1 E [n] 

such that j = max B(SISZ . . .sl) = max(B(S) n [I]), i.e. j < 1 < J(S), and a difference 

term of 8j(J(S) -j); similarly for each j E C(S) the sum contains NO terms of 8j for 

each 1 E [n] s.t. 1 >J(S), for a difference term of 16j(n + 1 - J(,S)). 0 

Example 4. The calculations needed for W( 121002) are all in the preceding examples. 

It is indeed ?Vt -8x(2x2+5x4+ 1x5+ 1x6)=3289. 

We exhibit (in Table 4) all the difference terms generated as 1 goes down from 6 

to 1. 

Corollary 1. Obviously 8 1 (W(S) - W(Y)) for any IS/ = 1~7’1 

Corollary 2. max{W(S) : JSI = n} = IV,” and occurs only at S = 1”. 

Proof. Obvious, since this is equivalent to B(S)=C(S)=@ and AW, which is obviously 

non-negative, being minimized to zero. 0 

Corollary 3. min{W(S) : IS/ = n} = f(8n3 + 120n2 + 358n + 327) at S = O”, 2”. 

Proof. This corresponds to having B(S) = C(S) = [n] and AVV = cJ=, j(2n - 2j + 1). 

0 

Corollary 4. W(S) = W(ST) = W(9) 
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Table 4 

The difference terms involved for S = 121002; each mark stands for two Aq dif- 

ference term in Wh* - W(S) 

Location (.j) I 2 3 4 5 6 7 

S 1 2 I 0 0 2 

B(S) . 

5(S) 4 ; ;, ; 

C(S) 
2Mj - 1) 8 16 24 3; 40 48 56 

I = 6 C(1210020) . 

C(1210022) . . 

I= 5 C(121000) . . 

C(121002) . 

I = 4 C(12100) . 

C(12102) 

1=3 C(1210) 

C(1212) 

I=2 C(120) 

C(122) 

I=1 C(l0) 

C(12) 

Term in W: - W(S) 2x16 5x32 1 x40 1 x48 

Proof. This is intuitively obvious, because the two operations do not materially change 

the graph. In the latter case both B and C stay constant and therefore the identity holds 

trivially; in the former case we have 

jEB(S) @ n-t 1 -j=k(sT)eB(ST), where k=n+l -j(s); 

j E C(S) @ n + 1 - J((s) E C@). 

and the terms easily map one to one. 0 

Corollary 5. The second maximum ofW(S)for SE C” is f(327+338n+132n2+16n3) 

and occurs at S = l”-‘0, ln-‘2, Ol”-‘, OY 21”-‘. 

Proof. Since we can arbitrarily assign B>C and find an S to match, we can construct 

from any S another S’ such that B(S)>B(S’), IB(S)\B(S’)l = I, C(S)>C(S’); and 

therefore the second maximum must have exactly one non-l entry. Putting this entry 

at the j-th position results in A?V = j(n + 1 - j) which takes the smallest value of n 

when j = 1, n. 0 

Corollary 6. The second minimum of W(S) for ISI = n is 16(n - 1) from the mini- 

mum, i.e. $(8n3+120n2+406n+279), and occurs at S=2”-‘0, On-‘2, 02”-‘, or 20”-‘. 
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Proof. Obvious that B(S) # [n] ( e se 1 can find s’ with B(S’)=[n] # C(S’) = C(S)). 

Similarly, ]C(S)l = n - 1 so the difference from the minimum is Sj(n - j + 1) where 

j is in {2,3,. . . , n - 1) but not C(S). Obviously j is 2 or n - 1. 0 

Corollary 7. &V(S) E (D(S)l(mod2), h w ere D(S) z {j E B(S)1 2 1 j, 2Jj). More 
generally, W(S) s W(S’)(mod 16) zx jD(S)j E jD(s’)j(mod2). 

3. Periodic patterns and error anticipation 

It is obviously of utility to be able to calculate the Wiener index of a chain in a 

repeating pattern of configurations. This we are able to exhibit, for any fixed cycle 

repeated a number of times, given as the function of the number of repetitions in the 

next theorem. 

Theorem 2. Given S = (s,,s~, . . . ,,sn) E C”, S # 1” and m > 0, we have (with B(S), 
C(S), j(S) etc. as above): 

A?v(S”) = -(Q - l)(Sb’ - l)(n - b’)(b - 1) 

+m 2 Ci(n + 1 -2 + Cj(j - j) + (Sb - l)(S& - l)(b - l)n 

j& jEB 1 
m 

+2 (I[ nZ-2nC(J-j)+2nlCl(n+ 1) 

jeC 1 
+ ; (2n21m, 

0 
where 

b = min B(S), 

b’ = max B(S); 

c = c(s) u {b’}, if% = sb', 

C(S), else; 

j= 37 C- ifj<b’, 
n + b, else. 

Proof. Substitute back into Eq. (lo), with 

(11) 

Wm)={j+ZnljEB(S), O<Z -cm} 
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and similarly for C to get 

l)n)(j-j) 

+2C(j+(I-l)n)((m-l-I)n+(n+I-3) 

jSC 

+ (correction terms.) 

What corrections? If sb # sb’ we have added into the right-hand side (6’ + (m - 

l)n)(b + n - b’) when there is only (b’ + (m - l)n)(n + 1 - b’), so the difference 

is (b - l)(b’ + (m - 1)n). If Sb = Sb’, we get another extra term on the right of 

2(b’ -t (m - l)n)(n + 1 - (n + b)) which is exactly twice the above with the opposite 

sign, therefore the correction term is (sb - 1 )(sb’ - 1 )(b - 1 )(b’ + (m - l)n), i.e. positive 

or negative according to whether the two are equal or not. 

Splitting each term according to powers of 1 and using* 

we get Eq. (11) after summing over 1, also using of course 

We list the formula for AVV(P) for the shortest cycles S in Table 5. Similar 

formulas for chains in which the last cycle is incomplete (such as 1201201201 ) can 

be obtained through Eqs. (2) and (9); the details are left to the reader. 

Another interesting and useful bit of analysis accompanying this kind of calculations 

is the anticipation of error. Given a ternary-string representation of a benzenoid chain 

it is natural and reasonable to ask what are the possible margins of error induced by 

inaccuracies in transmission. Eq. (10) tells us that any error terms caused by a mistaken 

character in the strings are really of local effect in the sense that the resulting margin 

of error only depends on the next and previous non-l character and their positions 

in the string. It turns out that we can obtain this result for a segment of blurred 

characters: 

Theorem 3. Given ~1, ~2, . . . , si_ 1 and sj+l, . . . , s,_ 1, s, (i.e. si, si+ 1, . , sJ are missing), 

we take h to be the lust non-l position before the ith and k the jirst non-l position 

‘This is why we need S # l”! 
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Table 5 

Wiener indices of repetitive chains for short cycles 

AW(Ol Y’) = 2m+8(T) +8(y) AW((0020)m) = 16m + 80(T) + 64(;‘) 

AW(O2)“‘) = 3m+4(T) A!~V((0022)~) = 22m + SO(;) + 64(y) 

AVV((OO1)“) = 9m +39(T) +36(T) AVV((OlOl)“) = 12m + 64(T) + 64(‘;) 

AVV((OO2)“) = lOm + 27(‘;) + 18(y) AW((0102)m) = 13m + 40(T) + 32(y) 

AVV((Ol0)“) = 7m +39(y) +36(T) AVV((Ol 10)m) = 9m + 64(y) + 64(T) 

AkV((Oll)“) = 3m+ 15(T) +18(T) Aw((Ol11)“) = 4m+24(‘;1) +32();) 

AW((O12Y) = 5m + 9(;)(=Aw((O21)‘“)) AW((O112)“) = 7m + 16(;)(=AW((O21 I)m)) 

AW((020)m) = 6m + 27(y) + 18(y) AW((O12OY”) = 9m +48(T) + 32(y) 

APV((lOlY”) = -I + 5m + 15(T) + lS(‘j) AkV((Ol21)“) = 8m + 16(t) 

AkV((OO1)‘“) = 9m + 39(‘;) +36(T) AW((0220)~) = 18m + 80(T) +64(y) 

AVV((OOO1)“) = 23m + 104(T) +96(y) AW((0221)m) = 17m +48(T) + 32(‘;) 

AkV((OO02)“J) = 24m +80(T) +64(y) APV((lOO1)“) = -1 + 17m +64(z) +64(T) 

AVV((OOl0)“) = 19m + 104(T) +96(y) AVV((lOl1)“) = -2 + 8m +24(T) +32(y) 

Aw((OO1 l)m) = 13m + 64(‘;) + 64(y) AW((1021)m) = 1 + 7m + 16(z) 

AkV((OOl2)“) = 15m +48(y) +32(y) AW((0020)~) = 16m + 80(y) + 64(‘;) 

(=A~((OO:!l)“)) 

after the j-th. Then we have 
1. The potential error (d$erence between maximum and minimum) is roughly 

8 Wd, where 

2. If sh = sk = 0 (and similarly if both = 2), then 
(a) min W(S) is reached at si = s;.+l = . . . = s.i = 0. 

(b) With the dejinitions 

yl = 2h(2n + 2 - h - k), y2 = h(i - h) + i(k - i), y3 E h(j - h) + j(k - j); 

the maximum of W(S) is reached at 

1 

si =si+, =. . . - -Sj = 1, if yl is smallest, 

Si = 2, Sifl = . . . = Sj-1 = Sj = 1, ifY2 is smallest; 
si=si+, =...= Sj-1 = 1, Sj = 2, if y3 is smallest. 

(c) The potential error is given by 8(Wd - min{yl, ~2, ~3)). 
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3. If’sA = 2, sk = 0 (and similarly in the comersr case), then with the dejinitions 

y4 s h(n + 1 - i), ys = j(n + 1 - k), 

we have 

(a) max W(S) is reached when s; = si+l =. . = s, = 1. 

(b) minW(S) is reached at 

s, zz ,y,+, = . z sj = 0, ifY4 <Y5; 

2, otherwise. 

(c) The potential error is given by 8(Wd - 2min{y4,ys} - h(k - h)). 

4. If sl; =0 und h =0 (no non-l in jront of the blurred segment!) then \ce obviously 

have the min. (resp. max.) when s/=0 (resp. 1) for all 1 from i to j, with the potential 

error being precisely 8 Wd. [Note some asymmetry in the formula.] 

Proof. As when we are trying to evaluate the extrema and second extrema we need to 

think in terms of extremizing the number of elements in B(S) and C(S). The difference 

between having every relevant position (h, and i, i + 1,. . , j) in C(S) and having none 

of them in B(S) in the sum for AW(S) is exactly 

j-l 

W~=h(2n+2-h-i)+~1(2n-2Z+l)+j(2n+2-j-k). 

However, in the case where sh = Sk, either C(s) must contain i or B(S) must contain 

h and at least one other element (which can be shown to be i or j), and in the other 

case at least one relevant element (which can be shown to be h or j) cannot be in 

C(S), although all relevant ones can be in B(S). That and some comparisons yield the 

above. 0 

Obviously the most important special case is obtained when i = ,j, that is only one 

character has been blotted out. i.e. 

Corollary 8. Define for each of a=O, 1, 2 the string Si”’ z Sl,S2,...,S,-I,a,Sj+l,...,Sn 

(from which we omit the j when context permits) and let the nearest non-l positions 

just before and after the jth be numbered h and k respectively. Then the Wiener 

indices of the graphs represented by $“’ are related as follows. 

1. If sh = sk = 0, then W(S(‘)) is obviously the smallest of the three, and (see 

Fig. 7): 

W(S”‘)-W(SCo’)=8j(2n+2-k-j)+8h(k-j), 

W(SC2’) - W(SCo’) = 16h(n + 1 -j) + 16j(n + 1 - k), 

W(S”‘) < W(SC2’)%2h(n + 1 - k) > (k - j)(,j - h), 

and the same, with O’s and 2’s exchanged, holds if sh = sk = 2. 

(12) 
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Ol..........h......j...........-k . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .n(n+l) 

Jrxx.......x211...1?1......... 112xX..................= 

If the nearest non-l's are both 2's (resp. O‘s), 
then a 0 (resp.2) at this position gives the max. 
Wiener index, unless the product of inside lengths 
is larger than twice the product of the outside 
lengths, in which case 1 here gives the max. Here 2 
(resp. 0) clearly yields the smallest Wiener index. 

Fig. 7. Extrema of W(SF’) when the nearest non-l’s to the blurred spot j are equal. 

ol..........h......j............k . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~~~+~) 

If the nearest non-l's are different, then 1 here 
gives the maximum Wiener index, while the minimum 
is obtained if the blurred spot follow the side 
which has the larger inside-to-outside ratio. 

Fig. 8. Extrema of W($“‘) when the nearest non-l’s to the blurred spot differs. 

2. If sh = 2, sk = 0 (and similarly in the converse case), then W(S(‘)) is obviously 

the largest of the three, and (see Fig. 8): 

W(S”‘) - W(SCo)) = 8j(2n + 2 - k - j) - 8h(k - j), 

W(S”‘) - W(S(*)) = 8j(k - j) + 8h(2n + 2 - j - k), 

W(S(O)) > W(IP))* h > n+l-k 

j-h k-j 

(13) 

and if sh = 0, sk = 2 again the above holds with O’s and 2’s exchanged. 

Example 5. To demonstrate how we calculate the relative error, we now take for 

example S = 1201111? 111102 10 where ? denotes the blurred character. In this instance 

n = 16, j = 8, and h = 3, k = 13, sh = Sk = 0 (easily checked) and W(S(‘)) > W(Sc2)) 

since 2h(n + 1 - k) = 24 < 25 = (k - j)(j - h) and the potential error is 8j(2n + 2 - 

k - j) + 8h(k - j) = 952 ( about 3% since W(S(*)) = 33293). 

Example 6. Take ~=012021111?111021. Now n=16,j=lO, h=5, k=14, Sh=2, Sk==0 

and W(Sc2)) > W(S(O)) with h(k - j) = 20 > 15 = (j - h)(n + 1 - k), with potential 

error 8j(k - j) + 8h(2n + 2 - j - k) = 720 (about 2% since W(Sc2)) = 33645). 

The last two theorems can be combined to good value when evaluating the Wiener 

index of a benzenoid chain that is almost but not quite cyclically repetitive in a pattern. 
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